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In this week’s On the Safe Side, one of our safety experts, Ken Fivizzani, talks about the
role of ‘housekeeping’ as part of any lab safety audit. He provides over 25 different
suggestions for improving the general condition of your laboratory. Do any of them
resonate?
Do you know what early career chemists value? DuPont’s Matt Grandbois does, and he
has some important takes on this topic that he wants to share with industry managers and
leaders. Taking it from the opposite approach, he also has some insights for early career
chemists from the perspective of industry management. Matt talks about the outsized
influence his parents have on his leadership style, and as a musician, he makes four picks
for his musicians’ Mt. Rushmore.
Last but not least, three ACS Career Consultants have some advice on a timely subject:
How to manage workplace stress and anxiety.
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Safety expert Ken Fivizzani talks about
the role of ‘housekeeping’ as part of any
lab safety audits. He shares over 25
different suggestions for improving the
general condition of your laboratory. Go
to article
Ken Fivizzani
Safety Expert

WHAT I LEARNED
DuPont’s Matt Grandbois shares some
insights on what early career chemists
value from the perspective of industry
management. Matt also talks about the
outsized influence his parents have on his
leadership style, and the four musicians
he would pick to put on Mt. Rushmore.
Go to article

Matt Grandbois
Lead Market Manager
DuPont Electronics & Imaging

CAREER CORNER
Experiencing more stress and anxiety in the workplace? Read ACS Career Consultants’
advice on how to deal with it. Go to article
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MORE FROM ACS
ACS Virtual Career Day - Industry
Join ACS and Industry Member Programs on September 12th for a live virtual event to
advance your career. During this interactive event, chemical industry executives in the
ACS community will offer career insights based on their experience. All attendees will
have the opportunity to ask questions, engage with ACS Career Consultants, and
network with peers. Find out more and register here.
Upcoming From ACS Webinars: How to Succeed in Drug Discovery, Celebrating
Women in Computational Chemistry, and more.
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Tune in to ACS Webinars TODAY to learn from a distinguished panel of medicinal
chemists in an edited rebroadcast about what characteristics that are vital for medicinal
chemists in Pharma. Tomorrow, Friday, August 28, join another edited rebroadcast
webinar to hear the experiences and career advice of several successful women in
computational chemistry. Next Thursday, September 3, join a live panel of current ACS
Public Policy Fellows to discover what the fellows do, the sorts of careers the fellowship
opens up, and how to apply for the fellowships. Did you miss a webinar or want to view
one again? ACS members have exclusive access to our expansive library of recordings.
Visit the webinar archives to catch up on the latest recordings.
Entrepreneurship as a Career: Get Success Tips from the Experts – Happening
Today!

Whether you are looking for a new job, career change, or to start/build your own
business, you will need solid career roadmap to turn your dream into a reality. Join us
today, August 27 at 12:00p (ET) to get key career planning tips for entrepreneurs, and
aspiring startup professionals. Register now!
Get ACS Professional Education On-Demand for Under $100!
ACS ProEd On Demand offers high-quality, prerecorded courses across all topics of
chemistry, giving you the flexibility to participate at any time, from anywhere at an even
more affordable price. Use the code 'OND2020' during registration and save $100 per
module through August 31! Learn more.
LinkedIn Learning from ACS Available to ACS Members - Opt in Today!
Did you know you can access personalized on-demand learning opportunities through
LinkedIn Learning as an ACS member benefit? ACS members can opt in to receive access
to LinkedIn Learning at no additional cost through the end of 2020 as part of their ACS
membership. Opt in for access to LinkedIn Learning from ACS today! For questions about
LinkedIn Learning from ACS, please email LinkedInLearningPilot@acs.org.
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